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Long Term Cybersecurity research 

Summaries of joint US-NL projects granted under the  

DHS-NWO/V&J research cooperation initiative (2013-2014) 

 

 

Project number 628.001.021 

Principal 
Investigators 

Herbert Bos (VU University Amsterdam, NL) 

Christopher Kruegel (University of California Santa Barbara, US) 

Project title Malware on smartphones: collection, analysis, and defensive measures  

Scientific summary 

 

Is the amount of malicious software on smartphones (“Android is the new Windows XP”) growing? 

Sadly, we lack the tools to analyze smartphone applications in sufficient detail to decide whether or 

not software is malicious or not, and if so, what it does exactly. In this project an environment will be 

developed to gather and analyze malware on smartphones and new techniques to analyze the 

software in detail, using both static and dynamic analysis. Building on previous work of our groups 

(like TraceDroid and Andrubis), we plan to make our research efforts available to external parties so 

that they can submit samples for analysis also.  

 

 

 

 

Project number 628.001.022 

Principal 
Investigators 

Michel van Eeten (Delft University of Technology, NL) 

Tyler Moore (Southern Methodist University, US) 

Project title Increasing the impact of voluntary action against cybercrime 

Scientific summary 

The bulk of incident response will remain based on voluntary action by the actors running Internet 

infrastructure and services. Voluntary action typically takes the form of one party notifying another 

about potential abuse and asking it to act against it. The project aims to identify when and how 

notification regimes prove to be the most effective and how this effectiveness could be further 

enhanced.  
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Project number 628.001.023 

Principal 
Investigators 

Sandro Etalle (University of Eindhoven, NL) 

Alfonso Valdes (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, US) 

Project title IN-DEPTH DEFENSE OF SCADA AND INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Scientific summary  

SCADA and ICS formerly relied on isolated systems and proprietary protocols, but are increasingly 

interconnected and employ open protocols or legacy protocols encapsulated in TCP/IP. From smart 

grids to advanced automated manufacturing, these trends provide an opportunity for vastly increased 

system performance, but may also expose these systems to cyber-attacks. The situation is 

exacerbated in that for many reasons, enterprise security practices do not always transfer well to 

SCADA and ICS. 

On the other hand, these systems are characterized by regular communication patterns and 

comparatively simple protocols (compared to enterprise systems). Intrusion detection techniques that 

are not widely used in enterprise systems because of false positives (for example, learning-based 

anomaly detection) or intractability (intrusion detection based on exceptions to a formal specification 

of correct system behavior) may be applicable in these environments. This work builds on 

complementary anomaly detection and specification-based detection work that has been going on at 

the University of Eindhoven (NL) and the University of Illinois (US) to develop a blended system to 

secure SCADA and ICS. The developed security technology will be made available in an open 

framework (currently envisioned to be extensions to the BRO IDS). 

 

 


